Supporting agricultural input suppliers to
enhance cashewnut farming in rural Tanzania;

The case
of FAHAM
investment in
MTAWARA

I

n the year 2015, three
young men came together
and formed FAHAM investment as co-directors after
seeing an opportunity in the distribution of agricultural inputs in
Mtwara region and its environs.
41-year-old Rashid Kampunga
and his two colleagues left their
white-collar jobs and came together to propel their vision to
success. They wanted to import
and sell Sulphur dust, a pesticide
used majorly on cashew nut farming. Mtwara region is known for

One of FAHAM’s input outlets at Tandahimba in Mtawara region

extensive cashew nut production.
Speaking to Rashid at one of
their outlets in the heart of
Mtwara town, we learn that they
started with an accumulated capital of Tzs.40M.
Among their priority was to
build a warehouse, employ sales
persons, purchase a truck to
transport the sulphur to clients
among others.
“So we knew the cash we had
was not enough, and because I
had heard of PASS TRUST and
their credit guarantee services
when I was a student at Sokoine
University of Agriculture -SUA,I
sought to visit them to understand if they could give us a
boost by guaranteeing us a loan”

Said Rashid.
In 2017, Rashid and his team
approached PASS and requested
for a credit guarantee of TZS.
140M through a collaborating
bank.
“What PASS wanted from us
was a confirmation of the existence of an agribusiness, and we
took them through our business,
shared with them all the information they needed “Says Rashid.
FAHAM investment benefited
from PASS business development services which led to securing the loan with a 60% credit
guarantee from PASS.
“Through this, we managed to
import one of our first biggest
consignment of Sulphur dust

PASS Trust has supported expansion of FAHAM investments Tandaimbaimba
warehouse to accomodate more stock following increased orders.

which was also of very high quality “Adds Rashid.
After this support, the trio
quickly imported 200 tonnes
of Sulphur dust which they
say was of unique quality. The product did not
last long as farmers were
in need of it. That first
batch of sulphur dust
fetched them a profit of
TZS.200M. The demand increased from 200 to 2000
tonnes!
“A part from supporting our
increased stock of sulphur dust,
PASS services enabled us build
trust and confidence with our
suppliers because we were able
to pay them on time and in return, they could even supply us
on credit” Says Rashid.
Due to the increasing demand
and the desire to meet this demand, FAHAM again sought an
additional loan of TZS 185M
from the same institution
through PASS guarantee scheme
in late 2018, which was granted,
thus further boosting the busi-

ba. They are also constructing
go downs which will serve as
storage points for their products.
Besides, the entrepreneurs have purchased a 5
tonnes truck which they use
to distribute their farm inputs to their clients. This
has gone a long way in saving
them the trouble of using
public transport.
In provision of employment, at least 10 people have
secured permanent employment
in this venture while an estimated 20 others get temporary
jobs in uploading and off-loading
of inputs at given times.
Rashid and his partners have

Construction of an additional warehouse to accomodate more stock

ness operations and working
capital.
By close of 2019, FAHAM investment had moved from TZS
40M worth capital in 2018 to
TZS 200M.
The entrepreneurs say they
are on an expansion mission,
having added outlets in Mtwara,
Masasi, Mangaka and Tandaim-

each invested from the profits
they share with each partner
securing for himself a personal
piece of land where their families
are investing.
“I have personally been able to
buy my wife a 50-acre piece of
land where she has joined other
farmers in cashewnut farming
“Says Rashid.

